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What if every choice you made created an alternate reality? Tick, is an average thirteen-year-old boy until the
day he receives a strange letter informing him that dangerousâ€” perhaps even deadlyâ€”events have been set
in motion that could result in the destruction of reality itself. Tick will be sent twelve riddles that, when
solved, will reveal the time and place of an extraordinary happening. Will Tick have the courage to follow the
twelve clues and discover the life he was meant to live? Be carfull what you read it can be wrote on by anyone
Book Two: The Hunt for Dark Infinity Main article: People from all Realities are unexplainably going insane.
Worse, some Realities are fragmenting, disintegrating into nothingness. Master George has learned that Mr.
Chu from the Fourth Reality is working on a mysterious new weapon called Dark Infinity. But no one has any
idea how to stop the weapon â€” or even if it can be stopped. The Blade of Shattered Hope Main article:
Things have changed for Atticus Higginbottom. But just as he begins to make progress, Mistress Jane
reappears, now hideously scarred and much more powerful. Her vengeance knows no bounds and when
rumors begin to circulate about the secret scientific experiments taking place at the Factory, Tick and his
friendsâ€”Sato, Sofia, and Paulâ€”are faced with their most dangerous task yet. And they must not fail; for if
they do, the entire universe could cease to exist. The Void of Mist and Thunder. Atticus Higginbottomâ€”aka
Tickâ€”has known all along that when the battle for every reality is on the line, his role will be a crucial one.
But he never could have imagined how this final challenge would go down. Mistress Jane and Reginald Chu.
Also, Reginald Chu, gets tangled with Mr.
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The 13th Reality is a young adult science fiction book series by American writer James racedaydvl.com first book in the
series (The Journal of Curious Letters) was published in early by Shadow Mountain Publishing.

Chapter 1 Master George and Mistress Jane Norbert Johnson had never met such strange people in all of his
life, much less two on the same dayâ€”within the same hour even. Norbert, with his scraggly gray hair and his
rumpled gray pants and his wrinkly gray shirt, had worked at the post office in Macadamia, Alaska, for
twenty-three years, seven months, twelve days, andâ€”he looked at his watchâ€”just a hair short of four hours.
Nice people and mean people. Ugly people and pretty people. Lawyers, doctors, accountants, cops. Old hags
and young whippersnappers. Oh, and lots of celebrities, too. Something scary was afoot in Macadamia. The
first stranger, a man, entered the small, cramped post office at precisely In doing so, he almost dropped a
cardboard box full of letters clutched in his white-knuckled hands. He was a short, anxious-looking person,
shuffling his feet and twitching his nose, with a balding red scalp and round spectacles perched on his ruddy,
puffy face. He wore a regal black suit: When the man plopped the box of letters onto the post office counter
with a loud flump, a cloud of dust billowed out; Norbert coughed for several seconds. It was, after all, the
middle of November. The very instant, I assure you. You know, where they bury poor chaps with unbeating
hearts? He had never been quite sure what it meant, but something told him it explained exactly how he felt at
that moment. He scratched his chin, squinting at the odd little man. But if you must call me something, you
may call me Master George. Norbert shook his head. Now, really, why so many questions? Is this a post office
or a trial by jury? Then, reluctantly, Norbert looked down, a little worried the stranger might disappear once
they broke eye contact. Each frumpy envelope also bore a unique stampâ€”some of which looked to be rare
and worth serious money: Norbert looked back up at the man. Now, good sir, is there anything else I have to
do? I want to make absolutely sure there will be no problem in the delivery of these letters.
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From the New York Times bestselling author of The Maze Runner comes the first two action-packed adventures of The
13th Reality series in one exciting edition! What if every time you made a choice that had a significant consequence, a
new, alternate reality was createdâ€”the life that would've been?

This marks the beginning of a deadly and crazy adventure where Tick is reintroduced to the world like he
never knew it. Accompanied by new friends while trying to evade frightful enemies, he sets off on a
life-threatening journey through the Realitiesâ€”alternate worlds created every time a choice is madeâ€”to
discover secrets and solve missions. He is introduced to the Realities after being recruited by Master George
through a series of curious letters and clues, becoming a fully-fledged Realitant. Mistress Jane â€” The main
antagonist of the series. Once a Realitant, she betrayed her kind after getting her hands on the mutated power
of the 13th Reality, now seeking to create a Utopia Reality. Her favourite colour is yellow and she is bald. She
was given her strange name when Bugaboo soldiers were attacking her family. He is short and fat, like
everyone else in the 11th Reality. Sofia Pacini â€” Sofia is a year-old girl from a rich Italian family known for
their spaghetti. She is recruited to the Realitants the same way as Tick, by letters. Although sometimes snappy
and mean, she is known for her brains and for being tough as nails. Paul Rogers â€” Paul is a year-old boy
from Florida. He can be a little full of himself, and his love for cracking jokes causes him to frequently but
heads with Sofia. Because Master George was there at the scene Sato became reluctant to him, which slowly
extended to everyone. He is the first to know about Tick receiving the letters and trusts his son
unconditionally. She loves to burn objects in the fireplace and play tea party. She plays horribly on the piano
and likes to talk on the phone. His alterant the alternate version of someone in different realities is the genius
owner of Chu Industries in the 4th Reality, famed for his business skills and ruthlessness. Reception[ edit ]
Kirkus Reviews labeled The Journal of Curious Letters science fiction for ages 10â€”12 and called it "the start
of a series that will capture the imagination of young and old alike. The story features the "next assignment"
for "the trio" Tick, Paul, and Sofia. But it all holds together remarkably well, encouraging suspension of
disbelief to make way for glorious flights of imagination.
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The 13th Reality, Book 1: The Journal of Curious Letters by James Dashner - reading level information and list of
editions available including their current prices.
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The 13th Reality Books 3 & 4 By James Dashner Suspense meets sacrifice in the final two adventures of The 13th
Reality series by the New York Times bestselling author of The Maze Runner â€”now available in one exciting edition!
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13th Reality: The Journal of Curious Letters (Book 1) by: James Dashner From the New York Times bestselling author
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Part 1. The Fire. Chapter 1. Master George and Mistress Jane. Norbert Johnson had never met such strange people in
all of his life, much less two on the same dayâ€”within the same hour even. Odd. Very odd indeed.
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"The 13th Reality Book 1: The Journal Of Curious Letters" by James Dashner is a great book and I loved it! Even though
the book started a little slow, it was full of action and mystery. The setting in this book is Washington state.
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